30 The Superintendent's Budget: Predictions 1972 ............................... Charles G. Baskin
What increases should superintendents expect regarding costs of labor, supplies, chemicals, repairs and new equipment? Author Charles Baskin estimates cost increases and offers some suggestions on budget preparation.

34 Show Them Where the Money Goes ........................................... Ted Smith
An annual display of turf maintenance equipment, steam cleaned and painted, has been an important communication tool for Dominic Thomas at Huntingdon Valley. This display impresses members with the scope and importance of the superintendent's job and helps lower resistance to future purchases of new equipment.

37 The Gypsy Moth Invades Northeast ............................................. Jerry A. Olson
The gypsy moth is again defoliating large numbers of trees. GOLFDOM examines the problem and offers suggestions on identification and control.

38 Automatic Irrigation: Within Everyone's Budget .........................
The large capital outlay required for installation of an automatic irrigation system may cause many superintendents to prolong conversion or installation. An automatic irrigation system is within the means of clubs' budgets and will pay for itself in the long run.

40 The Metrics Are Coming! ......................................................... Fred V. Grau
The proposed conversion to the metric system as a standard of measurement will affect everyone, including golf professionals, club managers and superintendents. Mastery of the system is not beyond most people and it is a precise and constant system.

42 Put a Fashion Show in Your 1972 Plans ..................................... Jean Conlon
A fashion show is one of the best ways to promote new stock and attract potential customers into the pro shop. Here is a step-by-step guide to conducting a successful fashion show.

47 Pro Shop Finances, In-depth ..................................................... Pat Williams
Professionals should think in terms of the total profit picture to get an honest appraisal of how much it costs to run a shop.

54 Budget Preparation: Directions 1972 ......................................... John Leslie
Today, many factors can influence a budget. The more financially aware a club manager is, the easier economic predictions become.